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Langille, I am writing on behalf of the n to express our adamant opposition to the application to rezone the
We in the African Nova Scotian community have a long history of the location of dumps near or in our midst.
The location of dumps near or in Black or marginalized communities is, in our opinion, a clear violation of
human rights. We are well aware of the historic struggles of residents in Africville, Boat Harbour, Lincolnville
and Harrietsfield with environmental racism. This demonstrates that the Preston communities have been
actively fighting the location of dumps in and near their communities for years. All three potential host areas
immediately began to organize protests against the landfill Ryan Although according to one study the East
Lake site was ranked below the other sites based on environmental and economic factors, at seven kilometers,
it was farther away from residents than the other sites, making it the leading contender Dann It was
subsequently selected as the preferred landfill site. Wayne Adams, a local African-Canadian activist and
former Halifax County councilor, framed the East Lake landfill selection as environmental racism. Vowing to
stop the practice of siting landfills near racial minority communities, he entered provincial politics Halifax
Chamber of Commerce Refraining Garbage: It is not difficult to understand our total opposition to the
rezoning application referred to above when one considers our history and struggle with dumps in or near our
community. The Canadian Public Policy article above, regarding the dump mentions a distance of 7
kilometers from our communities, yet the property in the rezoning application is only a 3 kilometer radius
from East Preston. This move would put the dump in East Preston and near Lawrencetown. It seemed to us as
though, through some convoluted reasoning, that to squelch the uproar in one community the answer was to
locate the site in East Preston. This scheme failed when area residents expressed their outrage to local,
provincial and municipal representatives. This meeting was to consider a proposal to put a road across lands
owned by the Halifax Regional Water Commission. Waldron reported that Mr. The residents of North Preston
are still waiting for this clean up, very similar to the homeowners in Harrietsfield. It is also important to
realize that in the historical record the original grant for Preston stretched from Halifax Harbour east to the
shores of Porters Lake. Over the years the boundaries of the present Preston communities have been whittled
away and shrunk to what we have today. We have no intention of standing idly by and have a dump located
adjacent to our communities. We have documented three examples of locating dumps in or near our
communities, one in near East Lake in North Preston, another in in North Preston and now in the proposal to
locate a construction demolition processing facility in Porters Lake adjacent to East Preston. We can wait no
longer as the health and wellbeing of our residents is at stake. We feel it can be argued that this facility, as an
act of environmental racism, contravenes the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act.
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